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  CONVERSATION DESIGN PROJECTS
Prompt Design

◦ Using Google Bard AI to build a team of tutors

VoiceFlow Prototypes

◦ jonrossDESIGN – with FAQ-style website guide chatbot

Adobe XD Prototypes

◦ Top Priority - task scheduling speech-playback prototype

◦ Personal Trash Diary – waste disposal awareness voice prototype

Alexa Skills

◦ Alexa Developer Console

▪ Alexa Flashcard Skills – question-answer pairs about conversation design and prompt engineering

▪ Starship Space Facts Skill – randomized retrieval of space science facts

   UX DESIGN PROJECTS
Dashboard Design

-   Independence Blue Cross

Login Screen Design

-  IQvia / Wingspan Technologies



CONVERSATION DESIGN PROJECTS



Prompt Design
Generative Ai as an Instructor

I used Google Bard to create a team of 

AI-powered tutors for topics related to 

prompt engineering and conversational AI

design.  

There are currently (14) Bard AI tutors:

- Tutor for Conversation Design Institute

- Future-Back Thinking

- Breakthrough Thinking

- AI-Powered Vision Boards

- Transformational Personal Coaching

- VoiceFlow Documentation

- Prompt Engineering

- Conversational Copywriting

- Conversational UX

- Supervised (Machine) Learning

- Natural Language Processing

- AI Training

- Conversational AI Design

- Prompt Chaining in VoiceFlow

Based on prompt created by Dave Birss  AI Tutor for Conversational AI Design   |    Link to this prompt and response: https://g.co/bard/share/61a7f7cdf311  

https://www.linkedin.com/learning-login/share?forceAccount=false&redirect=https://www.linkedin.com/learning/how-to-research-and-write-using-generative-ai-tools?trk=share_ent_url&shareId=scFeiixTTTKT8XoaARNjvA%3D%3D
https://g.co/bard/share/61a7f7cdf311
https://g.co/bard/share/61a7f7cdf311
https://g.co/bard/share/08502f197be5


VoiceFlow Prototype - jonrossDESIGN
FAQ-style Chatbot Use Case

The client is a consultant / entrepreneur 

conversation designer and prompt engineer.

He needs to have an interactive website 

where visitors can pose questions to a FAQ-

style chatbot or voice assistant as well as 

click links to visit the various pages available 

on the site.

This website chatbot will offer to summarize 

the client's technical skills, abilities and hear 

about the services he offers.

The use case for this chatbot is to serve as a 

resume assistant and website guide.

This prototyping system has a limited number

of AI transaction tokens. The production NLU 

model of this prototype will be exported into 

Amazon Lex, a fully-managed AWS service. 

It uses the same conversational engine as 

Alexa but supports text and voice interfaces.

 

This video describes the process:

- Voiceflow NLU Export: Lex V1

Link to Chatbot Site    

https://jonrossdesign.com/index-bot.html
https://youtu.be/1ehfNl_C-Xg?si=w4PUIz-qG39wYKSu?rel=0
https://youtu.be/Q2yJf4bn5fQ?si=2_ZZVWkVjKjp0GEk?rel=0


VoiceFlow Prototype  
First the chatbot greets the user when its 

opened. Then a function is triggered to 

have the built-in GPT generate a prompt 

fo the user (ex: How can I help you?). 

The bot then “captures” a user response

or utterance which is then used as a 

variable to query the knowledge base.

A chatbot-speci fic knowledge base was 

created by uploading a resume and 

URLs to a LinkedIn profile and web site 

creating a vector database which is 

accessed by the GPT-powered Voiceflow

Response-AI step (highlighted). 

The user utterance, {user_question} or 

{last_utterance} is matched to an Intent 

in the chatbot's language model.  

An Intent is short for “Intention, or 

purpose of the user's choosing in the 

conversational flow”.  

An Intent is an action that the user wants

to perform.  In this use case, to find and 

summarize information about the client.

“Respond using memory” means using 

the  {user_question} variable to respond.



Adobe XD Prototype  ”Top Priority” Productivity Assistant

DESIGN PROCESS
The Challenge:  to create a visual step-by-

step experience to test the user flow for a non-

visual voice application that will run on a smart 

speaker.

The Solution: a bare-bones wireframe with 

speech playback functionality in Adobe XD.

Next Steps: build the Alexa Skill (voice app) 

in the Alexa Developer Console and/or the 

VoiceFlow tools for publishing in the Amazon 

Alexa Skill Store.

Link to Adobe XD prototype:     this requires signing into an Adobe account to experience the embedded audio.  It works best on mobile browsers (known bug).

https://xd.adobe.com/view/8298272e-49ff-4f97-97da-6b7e7a4f2ab3-d7cb/
https://xd.adobe.com/view/8298272e-49ff-4f97-97da-6b7e7a4f2ab3-d7cb/


Adobe XD Prototype | MyTrashDiary Waste Reduction Voice Assistant

Overview The Challenge My Role

This project is based on a theory about unconscious 

behavior that most people display when they discard an 

item. 

I’ll call it “The Bottomless-Hole-in-the-Ground Syndrome”.

It’s an ancient brain pattern and cognitive blind spot that 

continues to operate in the subconscious of most people.  

The theory goes like this: humans have been throwing things

away into a metaphorical hole in the ground since - who 

knows when!  Actually those holes in the ground are physical

and psychological as well. 

TO GENERATE AN ORIGINAL SOLUTION

What-if in the future, a conversational arti ficial intelligence 

were available to support and coach those of us interested in  

reducing the amount of our waste?

Would anyone talk to it?

Role:  UX researcher and UX/UI designer

Timeframe:  (1) academic year

Platform:  MacOS

Tools:  Adobe XD, Fireworks and Photoshop, Amazon 

             Alexa Skill Development tools

Approach The Technology Used Results

The Problem Defined

- Human cognitive blind spots about trash have caused 

signi ficant damage in our closed planetary ecosystem

Empathizing with Customers

- Externalizing mindfulness and supporting the recycling-

intentions of social in fluencers

Prototyping and Ideation

- Emphasizing future-oriented technology-based solutions

Deliverables

- Design for a cloud-based support service as an opt-in  

  personal waste reduction coach.

All Amazon Echo devices, mobile apps and Internet-of-Things 

device with access to the Alexa A.I. service. 
A solution was developed based on users having 

personalized conversations with an Amazon cloud-based 

A.I. as-a-Service to support their efforts to create new 

disposal habits. Interactions could occur throughout the 

users day, at home through stationary Alexa devices and 

away from home using mobile devices and Alexa-

connected wearables.  Users would request reports from 

Alexa summarizing their trash disposal patterns, possibly 

requesting preemptive noti fications to support new habits.
STATUS: Project is still In Progress



Waste Reduction Assistant | MyTrashDiary is a location-aware voice-first app for users interested in tracking and reducing their personal waste

MyTrashDiary is an Amazon Alexa 

Voice App for tracking items being 

discarded by the user.  This voice 

interface and it's companion screen 

version synchronize with Internet-of-

Things (IoT) devices in the home of 

the user for tracking waste disposal 

events.

This project was for an assignment 

for the PENN XSD Design Program. 

(  link  ) 

A visualization of the extent of the 

plastic bottle pollution problem:

- 

https://graphics.reuters.com/ENVIRONMENT-

PLASTIC/0100B275155/index.html

Interaction Model
This shows how the Echo Loop is worn, 

spoken and listened to by the user. 

(link to demo and review)  

  

(Amazon Echo Loop page)  

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07JPK4XJ6?ref_=nav_em_T1_0_4_8_12__ods_ha_echo_hk
https://www.youtube.com/embed/Ve6CGD2UU3c
https://graphics.reuters.com/ENVIRONMENT-PLASTIC/0100B275155/index.html
https://graphics.reuters.com/ENVIRONMENT-PLASTIC/0100B275155/index.html
https://www.design.upenn.edu/xsd


Waste Reduction Assistant | MyTrashDiary is a location-aware voice-first app for users interested in tracking and reducing their personal waste

User Journey

The MyTrashDiary is able to 

capture trash and recycling events 

from user input or by trash disposal 

receptacle detection and other 

Internet-of-Things devices in the 

home.  The journey illustrated takes 

place when the user is away from 

home.

Design Goals
- To create a frictionless 
conversation-like user experience for 
someone interested in quantify -ing 
their waste generation and reducing 
the amount they throw away.

- To increase user awareness of their 
waste disposal events and locations 
specifically disposing of plastic 
bottles.

Link to user research survey:
- Plastic Bottles: 
 Trashed or Recycled?

Customer Journey Map
The User's Experience:Person feeling thirsty before boarding a departing flight at an airport (* location logged)

What happens? > Buying bottled water 
after check-in 
screening

Drinking water in a 
hurry before boarding

Throwing bottle away 
in nearest recycle bin 
before running to gate

The user informs 
Alexa of the disposal 
event using Echo 
Loop *

Alexa acknowledges 
and adds to disposal 
count database *

Throwing bottle away 
in nearest recycle bin 
before running to gate

Who is involved? > -- -- -- -- -- --

Emotions >  
  

Relieved Positive Grateful Happy

Disappointed Disappointed

Why? > Prefers reusable
bottles but forgot

Quenched thirst Doubts recycling
actually happens

Fulfilling a purpose Helped by Alexa Mission
Accomplished

User Flow

https://survey.app.do/view/2MGLMS7XD5MHmjxBmXetYoWH
https://survey.app.do/view/2MGLMS7XD5MHmjxBmXetYoWH


Waste Reduction Assistant | MyTrashDiary is a location-aware voice-first app for users interested in tracking and reducing their personal waste

An Adobe XD prototype

A waste reduction coach is an entity 

that a user allows to track and 

monitor their behavior in order to 

suggest corrective actions to achieve 

the user's intended goals.

This mobile app prototype will 

illustrate visually what the voice app 

does with speech when users report 

their waste disposal events.  Users 

can also request summaries 

regarding disposal events over 

various periods of time: weeks, 

months, etc.  The mobile app will 

also display graphs and charts on a 

dashboard page.

STATUS: 

The Alexa-enabled Adobe XD 

prototype is in development.

This project is still In progress...

- link to mobile prototype

https://xd.adobe.com/view/f07c086e-8130-466f-a51e-79c661b2f797-a52f/
https://xd.adobe.com/view/f07c086e-8130-466f-a51e-79c661b2f797-a52f/


Alexa Skill Development |  Voice applications built for Alexa Smart Speakers / Developer Console Screenshot

What is an Alexa Skill?
“The Alexa Skills Kit (ASK) is a software 

development framework that enables developers to 

create content, for Alexa called skills.” - Amazon

Alexa Skills:
Conversation Design Flashcards ( link )
- Based on “term:definition pairs” generated by Google 

Bard and ChatGPT, related to conversation design.

Prompt Engineering Flashcards ( link )
- Based on “term:definition pairs” generated by Google 

Bard and ChatGPT, related to prompt engineering.

MyTrashDiary ( project in development )
- an event recorder / behavior change coach style of 

interaction for users to track and record their trash 

disposal of waste indicating waste type, time and 

geolocation

 

Starship Space Facts ( link )
- this skill responds to users requests for random

  facts and descriptions of space phenomena as-if 

  from aboard a speeding starship

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B078KZDSG1?ref&ref=cm_sw_em_r_as_dp_w9aQvi1Bd5KyI
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0C85KGK9Z?ref&ref=cm_sw_em_r_as_dp_TW7fSsB5jJWnL
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0C8B55MVQ?ref&ref=cm_sw_em_r_as_dp_nw9a7jXlD6AvR
https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/docs/alexa/ask-overviews/what-is-the-alexa-skills-kit.html


From Prototypes to Conversational AI
Conversation Design Workfow

Prototyping >   Development >  GPT Processing >  Hosting and Deployment

I'm interested in the conversation design process: 

from sketch-to-prototype-to-voice app. I believe 

that i'm creating a great workflow as a result of my 

recent experiences and research which includes 

prompt engineering. 

The future of Alexa is one that’s powered by a 

large language model (LLM) speci fically optimized 

for voice interactions. Creating an Alexa skill with 

the integration of powerful AI's like GPT-4, the 

possibilities are endless for conversation design. 

The Alexa-based voice assistants I've designed 

will eventually be deployed to Amazon Web 

Services (AWS), the fastest growing voice 

interface platforms developed so far, whose A.I. 

compute capabilities are growing exponentially.

I am developing a Google Gemini-based chatbot 

for use by students in an online course I'm 

developing that utilizes the workspace-integrated 

Google Bard AI system.  It will be hosted on the 

Google Cloud Platform (GCP).



Conversational AI will tap into the Exponential Growth of Computing Power currently underway to support and serve users over their entire lifetimes.

The Law of Accelerating Returns is an evolutionary process – this means that a) the rate of technological innovation is exponential.and b) that as technological progress is 

made throughout shorter and shorter timespans,

 

Source: Ray Kurzweil  The Law of Accelerating Returns,  https://www.kurzweilai.net/the-law-of-accelerating-returns   |   Big Think video

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1uIzS1uCOcE&feature=emb_title
https://www.kurzweilai.net/the-law-of-accelerating-returns
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ray_Kurzweil


UX DESIGN PROJECTS



Independence Blue Cross     |  Data visualization prototype for internal desktop-only access at IBX Headquarters in Philadelphia (video)

OVERVIEW

“The Executive Dashboard project 
provides IBX with a new way to look at
the performance of our project 
portfolios.”

The Design Process

- gather requirements from users

- create hand drawn sketches on paper  
web page templates

- make isometric drawings that include 
layers and slide-in or dropdown menus

- build clickable pdf mockups 

- use the Bootstrap framework for layout
and develop site architecture

- use JavaScript libraries for graphic 
display from JSON file data libraries

- populate the layout with JS graphic 
components linked to JSON libraries

Role: UX designer / UI developer

Timeframe:  8-months

Platform:  Windows 10 

Tools: 

Balsamiq Mockups, Sublime Text, 

Bootstrap, JavaScript libraries: 

D3.js and amCharts.com  . 

http://www.amcharts.com/
https://d3js.org/
https://www.youtube.com/embed/E1R5jXBzP-Y
https://www.youtube.com/embed/E1R5jXBzP-Y


Independence Blue Cross
IBX / IBC Executive Dashboard

Documentation describing the 

project was created for the 

development team to complete the 

implementation phase.

STATUS: Project was completed

Link to the documentation 

- link to project documentation

https://jonrossdesign.com/documents/IBX-Dashboard-by-JonRoss.pdf


IQvia Single Sign-On Menu |  Final prototype developed:   desktop version                                                                                                Video of Login User Interface  |  link to video  

OVERVIEW

The objective was to create a common 

look-and-feel for several previously 

developed web applications as well as a 

single sign-on screen for users of 

multiple applications.

Mockups and prototypes were created 

using Adobe XD, Premiere Pro and 

Photoshop as well as HTML5 / CSS3 

and JavaScript.  Digital assets for the 

application codebase were created 

using Figma, Sketch and InVision 

Studio. 

DESIGN CHALLENGE

To develop interactive prototypes 

and working code for interfaces

that would create a consistent 

experience across multiple web 

applications. 

Role:  UX / UI designer

Timeframe:  1-year

Platform:  MacOS

Tools:  Adobe XD, Sketch, Figma,  

InVision, and Intelli-J IDE

STATUS: Project Completed

https://www.youtube.com/embed/lnejh_0agBY
https://xd.adobe.com/view/99bc2eb6-d982-4c09-4e43-ca501eb80f29-ef8d/
https://xd.adobe.com/view/99bc2eb6-d982-4c09-4e43-ca501eb80f29-ef8d/


COURSES TAKEN (2023)



Courses Taken
 Or in-progress in 2023 Coursera   Prompt Engineering for ChatGPT

   EdX   Intro to ChatGPT

Prompt Engineering and Adv. GPT

Designing AI Assistants  Conversation Design Institute   LinkedIn Learning UX for Voice

Conversation Design Intro to Conversation AI

AI Trainer Prompt Engineering: Talk to AI

Conversational Copywriting GPT-4: New GPT Release

CxD Expert Classes Intro to Prompt Engineering

CDI – Festivals Next Generation AI

Designing with Voiceflow Research and Write with AI

   Natural Language (NL) Generative AI for Business Leaders

Gen-AI Assistant Builder  Voice flow          <    NL-Creation   |  NL-Understanding  > Becoming an AI-First Leader

Prompt Chaining Conversation Design | Prompt Engineering What is Generative AI?

  AI-to-Human   |   Human-to-AI
  Udemy   Prompt Engineering Practice Tests

                 Conversation Design Engineering
Link to Certi ficates                              

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1-p4H8dpdUSfT8I0szp75F4RtycD7FIv1?usp=sharing
https://www.udemy.com/course/prompt-engineering-practice-tests-and-interview-questions/
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/what-is-generative-ai
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLKYemGIohRgAqQh7VGOqyEgXCefV9g0pQ
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/becoming-an-ai-first-product-leader
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL4EBBkeJ577566bcRaUPiP1sRFUgkh_Yc&si=U7VOJ27sM9WVwwQi
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/generative-ai-for-business-leaders
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/how-to-research-and-write-using-generative-ai-tools
https://www.conversationdesigninstitute.com/?ref=gATkyfrOADHf7z
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/next-generation-ai-an-intro-to-gpt-3
https://www.conversationdesigninstitute.com/?ref=gATkyfrOADHf7z
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/introduction-to-prompt-engineering-for-generative-ai
https://www.conversationdesigninstitute.com/?ref=gATkyfrOADHf7z
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/gpt-4-the-new-gpt-release-and-what-you-need-to-know
https://www.conversationdesigninstitute.com/?ref=gATkyfrOADHf7z
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/prompt-engineering-how-to-talk-to-the-ais
https://www.conversationdesigninstitute.com/?ref=gATkyfrOADHf7z
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/introduction-to-conversational-ai/what-is-conversational-ai
https://www.conversationdesigninstitute.com/?ref=gATkyfrOADHf7z
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/ux-for-voice-planning-and-implementation/welcome
https://www.conversationdesigninstitute.com/?ref=gATkyfrOADHf7z
https://www.edx.org/learn/computer-programming/edx-advanced-chatgpt
https://www.edx.org/learn/artificial-intelligence/edx-introduction-to-chatgpt
https://coursera.org/share/b57b628cf5ba748fa78e09eafe92818d


jon ross – conversation design engineer 
Tools: VoiceFlow . Adobe XD + Cloud . Alexa Developer Console . AWS . Bootstrap  

ChatGPT . Google Bard  

(coming soon)  Relume.AI . Figma . WebFlow .  Amazon Lex  
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https://webflow.com/
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https://getbootstrap.com/
https://aws.amazon.com/free/
https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/alexa
https://www.adobe.com/creativecloud/business/teams.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CvpVMbuegVs
https://www.voiceflow.com/
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